Flexible financing helps Watson Health empower heroes and transform health

IBM Watson Health provides the technology and expertise needed to power thriving organizations, support vibrant communities and help solve health challenges for people everywhere.

IBM® Global Financing helps cut through potential budget constraints with custom payment plans to get the funding you need now.

Financing your total solution from a single source with IBM Project Financing™ and take advantage of health ecosystems by connecting to the knowledge, skills and capabilities needed most.

Affordable and predictable payments with competitive interest rates for 12 months can help accelerate discovery. With low-rate financing you can quickly identify the optimal path forward to help expedite problem solving.

Minimizing upfront cash outlays to preserve cash and credit lines to meet other strategic needs whether your business is in Government Health and Human Services, Life Sciences, Oncology and Genomics, or Imaging.

Learn more
ibm.com/financing/solutions/financing-ibm-watson
ibm.com/watson/health/

Follow us
@IBMFinancing
@IBMWatsonHealth
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